MN Wetland Professional Certification Program

Cloquet Regional Training Class Agenda
175 University Road, Cloquet, MN 55720

August 16-17, 2022 (6 CEC per day)

Day One - 9am-5pm
- WCA Exemptions with emphasis on De minimis & Federal Approvals
- Wetland Banking- side by side comparison of State and Federal programs
- TEP Procedures and Technical Findings
- Quick topics: noticing requirements, incomplete applications, solar projects, avoidance alternatives for replacement plans
- TEP field review exercise

Day Two - 9am-5pm
- Critical Definitions for wetlands
- Chapter 5 with mosaic wetlands procedure
- Correlation of geomorphology, soil & plant communities
- Basic plant ID and Difficult vegetation transitions
- Small group delineation exercise w vegetation plot emphasis

Notes: Lunch will be served both days in the cafeteria, there will be a field portion at the end of both days so bring appropriate personal field gear.